Ongoing

1. Harvesting ETD – Ongoing; several hundred loaded.
   a. Elizabeth does not have a timeline for retroactive record completion.
2. Inventory Project
   a. 156 mc12 items not inventoried between 8/1-11/15/16, status available, not suppressed, last checkout was before 1/1/15.
       i. Items with “check shelf” item status (parent bibs with no other items attached) were deleted.
3. New servers for innovative products- Currently running RHEL version5, which won’t be supported come 3/31.
   a. Training server and production application and database servers updated.
4. Sierra Upgrade – postponed until after server upgrades.
5. Training Server Refresh – Not yet scheduled, but hopefully spring semester

New

1. Contact Sheet – based on item status
   a. Limit to group emails, strike individual names
2. Item agency 10 – Carrier Center / Collierville: 41 items, none updated since 2013.
   a. Dr. Ford will investigate
3. Veterans Resource Center Textbook Pilot Program
   a. Off the table, not my call.
4. “Discovery eBooks” in Encore Duet / EDS (UofM only!)
   a. Temporarily activate over spring break for testing
5. Large-scale OCLC holdings update projects – a quick and dirty reclamation alternative?
   a. Start with gov pubs available (on shelf, online, available) items

Next month

6. Adam Matthew – previously not loaded for lack of OCLC # and record inconsistency
   a. Plan to load and retroactively fully catalog